A case study based on ground observations of the conjugate ionospheric response to interplanetary shock in polar regions
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Abstract  Data acquired by imaging relative ionospheric opacity meters (riometers), ionospheric total electron content (TEC) monitors, and three-wavelength auroral imagers at the conjugate Zhongshan station (ZHS) in Antarctica and Yellow River station (YRS) in the Arctic were analyzed to investigate the response of the polar ionosphere to an interplanetary shock event induced by solar flare activity on July 12, 2012. After the arrival of the interplanetary shock wave at the magnetosphere at approximately 18:10 UT, significantly enhanced auroral activity was observed by the auroral imagers at the ZHS. Additionally, the polar conjugate observation stations in both hemispheres recorded notable evolution in the two-dimensional movement of cosmic noise absorption. Comparison of the ionospheric TEC data acquired by the conjugate pair showed that the TEC at both sites increased considerably after the interplanetary shock wave arrived, although the two stations featured different sunlight conditions (polar night in July in the Antarctic region and polar day in the Arctic region). However, the high-frequency (HF) coherent radar data demonstrated that different sources might be responsible for the electron density enhancement in the ionosphere. During the Arctic polar day period in July, the increased electron density over YRS might have been caused by anti-sunward convection of the plasma irregularity, whereas in Antarctica during the polar night, the increased electron density over ZHS might have been caused by energetic particle precipitation from the magnetotail. These different physical processes might be responsible for the different responses of the ionosphere at the two conjugate stations in response to the same interplanetary shock event.
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1 Introduction

The interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system in polar regions has long been a popular topic in space physics. The energy of the solar wind penetrates into near-Earth space via magnetic reconnection and is released into the ionosphere. Because of the specific configuration of the geomagnetic field in polar regions, the ionosphere over the geomagnetic-conjugate Arctic and Antarctic regions presents similar or identical local response characteristics with respect to magnetospheric energy release. The conjugate study of both hemispheres is of great significance for identifying the physical processes of energy transfer in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system.

Conjugate observation of auroral phenomena was initiated by DeWitt (1962) using the Campbell Island-Farewell Alaska station pair. The occurrence of similar forms and motions and the simultaneous breakup of auroras
at the conjugate points were confirmed. Wescott’s (1966) analysis of all-sky camera data acquired by the Syowa Station and Reykjavik conjugate pair followed. It was found that the conjugacy at these latitudes was not as good as that of the pair studied by DeWitt. Then, a conjugate aircraft observation experiment was carried out from 1967 to 1971 by the University of Alaska. Several papers based on this experiment were published (Belon et al, 1969; Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1972, 1973, 1997). The analyses showed that the conjugacy of auroras was well maintained at invariant latitudes of 63–65° but was less well maintained at invariant latitudes greater than 65°. The differences in conjugate auroral intensity at different latitudes were also discussed. Sato et al. (1998) investigated the auroral conjugacy and nonconjugacy characteristics using all-sky auroral imager data from the Syowa Station in Antarctica and the Husafell Station in Iceland and suggested that the time lag of the auroral breakup at conjugate points occurred because the trigger source was not located near the magnetospheric equator plane. The conjugate study of the two hemispheres by Ostgaard et al. (2004) suggested that the locations of the substorm onset and auroral features were usually asymmetric because of magnetic tensions acting on the open magnetic field line prior to the magnetic reconnection or the effects of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) on the magnetosphere. Martinsis et al. (2014) combined geomagnetic conjugate 630.0 nm airglow image data obtained by low- to subauroral-latitude all-sky imager chains and satellite data to study the ionospheric coupling process in both hemispheres and the transfer behavior between the thermosphere and ionosphere.

There were several papers on auroral dynamics following interplanetary shocks. In the two cases reported by Craven et al. (1985), beginning ~30 min after each sudden commencement, the aurora became active and displayed significant variations in its luminosity and spatial distribution. Egeland et al. (1994) analyzed meridian scanning photometer measurements from Longyearbyen in conjunction with particle and field data retrieved by the Dynamics Explorer Satellite and found that softer particle precipitation appeared to have a source near the flanks of the magnetotail, while harder, more equatorward precipitation originated closer to the Earth. Ho and Tsurutani (1997) examined International Sun-Earth Explorer-3 (ISEE-3) distant tail data during three magnetic storms. Nine tail plasma sheet jettings and 12 slow-mode shocks were detected during the three storms, and they suggested that the dynamics of the distant tail were not at all related to magnetic storms and substorms but were an aftereffect. Zhou and Bruce (1999) also presented two cases of abrupt dayside auroral brightening and very fast auroral propagation using ultraviolet imaging data from the Polar satellite. They found that aurora brightening and motion were associated with the arrival and propagation of interplanetary shocks.

However, some studies have focused on comparative analyses of polar ionospheric conjugacy. Greenwald et al. (1990) carried out a comparative study of high-latitude plasma convection patterns under various B, conditions using two conjugate high-frequency (HF) radars in the polar regions in both hemispheres. Shand et al. (1998) analyzed the difference in the response of the conjugate polar ionosphere to IMF variation using the Polar Anglo-American Conjugate Experiment (PACE) radar system, and they argued that the main contributor to the discrepancies in observations between the polar geomagnetic conjugate regions was the position of the ionospheric convection reversal boundary within the view of the PACE radars. Yeoman et al. (1999) studied the conjugate characteristics of the ionosphere during the growth phase of substorm activity using the HF radars at the Halley Station in Antarctica and Goose Bay Station in the Arctic, with fields of view arranged to provide a sizeable conjugate overlap. The HF radar data presented high conjugate consistency, and a comparison with particle flux data from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellite showed that the area of the radar backscatter was closely related to the particle precipitation on the nightside. Nevertheless, considerable nonconjugacies were present during the expansion phase, which might be attributed to the different local particle acceleration mechanisms.

The aforementioned research indicates that conjugate study in polar regions is of great significance for identifying the physical processes of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and its energy transfer process. However, such studies mostly focused on the spatiotemporal evolution characteristics of the polar conjugate ionosphere in a specific layer and lacked simultaneous ground observations of the variation characteristics of the lower ionosphere due to limited observation approaches. Opportunities for conjugate auroral observations using optical methods are very limited because one hemisphere is usually sunlit. Even at equinoxes when dark sky is present at both stations, weather conditions impose other limitations, and the sky must be clear at both points. If one wants to study the conjugacy in summer or winter, it is necessary to introduce other observational means that can operate throughout the year.

In high-latitude regions, the riometer is a popular ionospheric observation instrument, and it is often used as joint observation with HF radar or incoherent scatter radar to identify the spatiotemporal evolution features of the ionospheric irregularity and electron density at different altitudes. Hargreaves et al. (2007) used incoherent scatter radar, an imaging riometer and satellite data to analyze the low-ionosphere response to an enhanced solar wind near Tromsø in the Arctic. Rodger et al. (1999) observed and explored the evolution regularity of ionospheric irregularity near the South Pole with the help of a riometer and HF radar. However, these studies were specific to different layers of the ionosphere and had limited geomagnetic conjugate...
observations; thus, the similarities and differences of the ionospheric responses of the two hemispheres could not be analyzed because of the limited data from geomagnetic conjugate stations.

In the polar region, there are three Chinese overwinter research stations, with Zhongshan Station (ZHS) in Antarctica (69°22′24″ S, 76°22′40″ E) and Yellow River Station (YRS) in the Arctic (78°55′12″ N, 11°55′48″ E) located at approximately 75° Magnetic latitude (Mlat), 105° Magnetic longitude (Mlon) (ZHS: −74.77° Mlat, 97.77° Mlon; and YRS: 76.46° Mlat, 109.13° Mlon, CGM2012). Under quiet geomagnetic conditions, ZHS and YRS pass through the auroral zone twice a day and are located in the solar cusps near magnetic noon and the polar caps near magnetic midnight, which means that they have favorable geomagnetic latitudes for space physics observations in polar regions. At present, the ionospheric observation instruments deployed at ZHS include three-wavelength auroral imagers, an imaging riometer, an ionosphere total electron content (TEC) monitor, a Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) HF coherent radar, and an ionosonde. The ionosphere observation instruments deployed at YRS include three-wavelength auroral imagers, an imaging riometer, an ionosphere total electron content (TEC) monitor, among others. The various observation approaches provide information from different perspectives on the variation characteristics of the ionosphere in polar regions, especially at cusp latitudes. A typical interplanetary shock event that affected the Earth space environment in July 2012 was studied. The analysis compared ionospheric observation data collected at ZHS and YRS to identify the similarities and differences of the ionosphere response process at the conjugate stations during this event and the discussion has been made to try to identify the energy transfer mechanisms with the different physical phenomena.

2 Interplanetary shock event on July 12–14, 2012

At 16:53 UT on July 12th, 2012, the sunspot group named AR1520 on the Sun’s disk erupted an X1.4 sun flare when the sunspot group was directly facing the Earth. Subsequently, the coronal mass approached the sunspot group was directly facing the Earth. AR1520 on the Sun’s disk erupted an X1.4 sun flare when the coronal mass approached the sunspot group was directly facing the Earth. At approximately 18:10 UT on July 14, 2012, the solar coronal mass erupted a typical interplanetary shock event induced by the coronal mass ejection (CME).

Figures 1e and 1f show that the interplanetary shock wave arrived at the nose of the magnetopause at approximately 18:10 UT on July 14, before which the solar wind dynamic pressure and IMF were both under quiet conditions. Within 2 min after 18:10 UT, the solar wind velocity suddenly increased from approximately 350 km·s⁻¹ to 550 km·s⁻¹, and the solar wind dynamic pressure (illustrated in Figure 1f) ascended from 1 nPa to 5 nPa. Moreover, simultaneous sudden fluctuation occurred to the IMF components. The By component changed from approximately −3 nT to +10 nT, and the Bz component presented an obvious southward enhancement, shifting from approximately −3 nT to −13 nT. The solar wind dynamic pressure continued to increase up to 10 nPa, and the solar wind velocity was further accelerated to approximately 600 km·s⁻¹. These results implied that the studied event was a typical interplanetary shock event induced by the coronal mass ejection (CME).

As shown in Figure 1g, the level of the SYM-H index was relatively small before 18:10 UT. Then, at approximately 18:10, the SYM-H index abruptly increased from approximately 10 nT to 45 nT within 2 min. This phase appeared to be the sudden storm commencement (SSC). Afterwards, the initial phase of the geomagnetic storm began and lasted for approximately 7 h. During this period, the SYM-H index was hovering higher than that before the SSC and presented two peak-to-bottom variation cycles. At 18:50 UT on July 14, the maximum AE index occurred approximately with 1650 nT. During the aforementioned event, the Bz component of the IMF maintained its southward direction.

3 Instruments and data processing procedure for conjugate observations

At approximately 18:10 UT on July 14, 2012, the interplanetary shock wave reached the Earth’s magnetopause, which disturbed the near-Earth space weather. The solar ionosphere presented a series of response. We managed to observe the response process of the solar ionosphere using ground-based conjugate observation platforms in the polar regions. Since the event occurred in July, for the geomagnetic conjugate polar observations at the two poles, ZHS in Antarctica was experiencing polar night, while YRS in the Arctic was in...
Figure 1 IMF and solar wind parameters, AE index, and SYM-H index on July 14, 2012: a, $B_x$; b, $B_y$; c, $B_z$; d, solar wind velocity; e, solar wind dynamic pressure; f, AE, AU and AL indices; and g, SYM-H index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stations</th>
<th>Operating instruments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three-wavelength aurora CCD imager ($\lambda$=630.0 nm/557.7 nm/427.8 nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHS, Antarctica</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YRS, Arctic</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

polar day. Because of the inappropriate light conditions, aurora observations were not performed in YRS. The conjugate observation instruments involved in this event are listed in Table 1.

3.1 Three-wavelength aurora CCD imager

The aurora observations at ZHS used an electron multiplier charge-coupled device (EM-CCD) equipped with a front
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filter wheel to measure the auroral photoemissions intensity with three-wavelengths of at 427.8, 557.7 and 630.0 nm in sequence (interferential filters centered at 427.8, 557.7 and 630.0 nm with a width of 2 nm, respectively). The front part of the imager was fixed with a fisheye lens to capture all-sky images above the horizon line. At a height of 150 km, the spatial resolution was ~36 km at the boundary of the field of view and ~1 km at the zenith. The azimuth of the all-sky imaging was calibrated using the fixed coordinates of the constellation, and the absolute intensity of the EM-CCD output was calibrated during fabrication (Hu et al., 2017).

The three-wavelength auroral intensity crossing the zenith along the geomagnetic north-south and east-west directions was extracted. The data were placed along the horizontal axis at positions that corresponded to the actual time of the observations. The time-sequence image of the auroral intensity along the geomagnetic meridian is called a keogram (Yang et al., 2000). It should be noted that the three-wavelength aurora observations could not obtain aurora images of the three wavelengths simultaneously because the aurora images of the three wavelengths were captured by rotating the filter wheel in sequence. Therefore, a keogram with a temporal resolution of 1 s was obtained via interpolations in the time domain. Moreover, as the zenith angle increased, the discrepancy between the auroral intensity captured in the all-sky image and the actual auroral illumination intensity grew. Accordingly, an aurora intensity correction factor was introduced in the image data processing procedure for calibration (Yang et al., 1997).

3.2 Imaging riometer

A set of imaging riometers was deployed at both ZHS and YRS, and they performed scanning every second through $8 \times 8 = 64$ antennas and recorded the voltage amplitude of the cosmic noise at 38.2 MHz and 38.235 MHz at ZHS and YRS, respectively. For the imaging riometer receiver at YRS, the 64 crossed dipoles were configured as a filled phased array; although the beam-forming process created 64 beams, not all of these were deemed usable. The postprocessing software normally used data from 49 beams (Honary et al., 2011). At ZHS, the 64 channels of the receiver signal were formed into $8 \times 8 = 64$ beams (Deng et al, 2005). The half-power width of the beam forming at a height of 90 km for the two imaging riometers at YRS and ZHS are shown in Figure 2.

A credible quiet day curve (QDC) of the cosmic noise is essential for determining the characteristics of the cosmic noise absorption, and the calculation of the QDC is dependent on the statistical computation of the receiving level of each beam of the antenna array under quiet geomagnetic conditions. Observation data from 15 days both before and after July 14 were used to derive the ionospheric QDCs applicable to that day for the two stations based on the QDC statistic algorithm (He et al., 2014); subsequently, the daily ionosphere absorption variation in each beam was calculated. With reference to the auroral keogram, the absorption data were then arranged as a keogram-type diagram of absorption intensity versus time.

3.3 Ionosphere TEC monitor

An ionospheric TEC monitor was deployed at both YRS and ZHS in 2010 and has been running continuously since then. The slant TEC value along multiple satellite-ground links at a specific moment was obtained by solving the ionospheric lag observation equation in real time (Chang et
al., 2001; Huang et al., 2003). The ionosphere TEC monitors generated the TEC data every 15 s, which included a date and time stamp, satellite reference number, slant TEC value, satellite azimuth and elevation angles.

To obtain the vertical TEC directly above the local observation station, slant TEC data with zenith angles less than 60° were selected for each sampling instant. Then, the vertical TEC for each satellite-ground receiver link was converted from the ionospheric slant TEC through the cosine projection function by the assumption of a unified 300 km height for the ionosphere pierce point of the satellite-ground links. The vertical TEC for all valid links was used to generate the vertical TEC value at the observation station using the modified Kriging interpolation method (Liu et al., 2008, 2011).

4 Conjugate observation results

Geomagnetically conjugate points can be calculated by field line tracing technique from a point in one hemisphere to the opposite hemisphere. In field line tracing for high-latitude stations, both the Earth’s internal field and the external field caused by magnetospheric currents must be taken into consideration. The polar cap is a region of open field lines connected to the IMF. It seems difficult to define geomagnetic conjugate points in this region. However, if the invariant latitudes are not too high (less than ~77°) and the magnetic local times (MLTs) are far from the noon and midnight hours, geomagnetic conjugate points can be calculated using the Tsyganenko model (Yamagishi et al., 1998).

In our calculation, the Tsyganenko 2001 model (Tsyganenko, 2002a, 2002b) was used along with the GEOPACK library, which included subroutines for the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model, to find the conjugate points of ZHS in the Arctic. The Tsyganenko model input parameters of solar wind dynamic pressure and velocity, transverse components ($B_y$ and $B_z$) of the IMF and Dst-index on July 14, 2012, were extracted from the websites https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/index.html/ and http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp at specific hours.

The daily drift traces of the conjugate point of ZHS on July 14th, 2012, are shown in Figure 3 as the red dashed lines. The red dots in the black circle show the conjugate position on the hour. It should be noted that at 11:00 UT and 12:00 UT, the Tsyganenko 2001 model showed that ZHS was located in the open field-line area; at 18:00 UT, the raytracing simulation showed that the field line reached more than 60 Re away from the Earth. The results were considered, as there were no certain conjugate points at the three full hours in Figure 3. At 20:00 UT, the conjugate point of ZHS was at 71.07°E, 48.69°W, which was located in the western part of Greenland and was not shown in Figure 3. The above results provided a good estimate of the drift of the conjugate regions when we analyzed the conjugate data in the polar cap.

The aurora intensity keograms of the three wavelengths ($\lambda=630.0$ nm, 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm) and ionospheric absorption keograms during 18:20:35–18:37:35 UT on July 14, 2012, are presented in Figure 4. The vertical axis direction of all the panels is from magnetic south (MS)

Figure 3 Daily drift motion of the conjugate point of Zhongshan Station on July 14, 2012.
to magnetic north (MN) along the magnetic meridian across the zenith in the center of the field of view. The keograms indicated the temporal and spatial developments of the aurora and ionospheric absorption horizontally along the MS-MN direction. The keograms of the auroral intensity for wavelengths of 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm are illustrated in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c, respectively. Figures 4d and 4e present keogram-type diagrams of the absorption intensities observed by the imaging riometers at ZHS and YRS, respectively. The Figure 4d presents the recorded data for the middle column of beams (i.e., beams 4, 11, 18, 25, 32, 39, and 46 from MN to MS), providing a central north-south cross section along with universal time. Similar to Figure 4, Figure 5 shows another set of keograms. The difference between Figures 4 and 5 is that the vertical axis of Figure 5 represents the direction across the zenith in the center of the field of view from magnetic east (ME) to magnetic west (MW) and indicates the development of the aurora and ionospheric absorption horizontally along the ME-MW direction.
Figure 4 Keograms of the three-wavelength auroras (λ=630.0 nm, 557.7 nm and 427.8 nm) from 18:20:35–18:37:55 UT on July 14, 2012, at ZHS, Antarctica, and keograms of cosmic noise absorption from the same period at ZHS, Antarctica, and YRS, Arctic (along the geomagnetic south-north direction).

Figure 4 shows that the auroral onset at ZHS first appeared at the equatorward boundary within the field of view and was followed by a rapid poleward expansion, which was accompanied by a fast geomagnetic westward motion (Figure 5b). From 18:30 UT to 18:36 UT, part of the auroral arc broke up and presented poleward drifting, which was also exhibited fast geomagnetic eastward movement. Based on the three-wavelength aurora data, the highest auroral intensity occurred at the wavelength of 557.7 nm. This indicated that the precipitating electron flux, which caused the aurora at the 557.7 nm wavelength, significantly increased in the field of view during this period. The auroral evolution pattern in Figure 4 shows the expansion from low to high latitudes and its subsequent contraction. Following the sudden commencement, a substorm was triggered at relatively low latitudes. Then, the aurora presented a multi-arc structure along the ME-MW direction, and it subsequently evolved into a drape aurora structure. Finally, the aurora moved equatorward with a narrow arc remained.

Simultaneous observations by the imaging riometer at ZHS could yield the two-dimensional spatial variation in the ionospheric cosmic noise absorption in a relatively narrow field of view. The motion patterns of the absorption along the MS-MN direction during 18:20:35–18:37:35 UT are shown in Figure 4d, while those along the ME-MW direction are illustrated in Figure 5d. The initiation of the absorption enhancement (~18:23 UT) occurred three minutes after the onset of the aurora (~18:20 UT). This might be caused by the wider field of view of the ASI with a fisheye lens, which made the ASI be capable of detecting the aurora almost horizontally, but the imaging riometer has a smaller view of ~200 km × 200 km at an altitude of 90 km. With the aurora’s equatorward movement out of the field of view during 18:30–18:37 UT in Figure 4b, the absorption area displayed similar equatorward motion during 18:31–18:35 UT and faded out of the field of view before 18:37 UT. Absorption was characterized by two “hot spot” areas, of which the one at higher latitudes moved equatorward (Figure 4d, 18:23–18:27 UT) with fast westward movement (Figure 5d, 18:23–18:25 UT).

Panel e in Figure 4 and panel e in Figure 5 show the absorption event at YRS, where the commencement was ~80 s later than that at ZHS. The absorption value reached its peak at approximately 18:28:00 UT, showing magnetic southwestward movement that lasted for ~30 s. The second absorption peak occurred at approximately 18:25:35 UT, showing northeastward movement that lasted for ~10 s.
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Aurora absorption is particularly well suitable for studies on the relative behaviors of auroral phenomena at magnetically conjugate points. Although one would expect to see the same intensity of absorption and the same patterns of variation, in fact, these expectations are rarely met. Based on panel d in Figure 4 and panel d in Figure 5, the nighttime absorption events at high latitudes exhibited temporal differences between the peaks of events in the conjugate regions, with the event that appeared first at ZHS being of greater intensity than its counterpart in the conjugate region at YRS. The absorption tended to be stronger at ZHS, which was in the winter hemisphere. These characteristics are consistent with the statistical features of absorption in conjugate regions proposed by Hargreaves and Cowley (1967).

5 Discussion

The studied interplanetary shock event occurred with a southward IMF enhancement, which may have caused an increase in the reconnection rate at the dayside magnetopause. The energy carried by solar wind was increasingly transferred to the magnetosphere and triggered the SSC and substorm.

Aurora absorption events were recorded simultaneously by riometers at both polar conjugate stations following the abrupt increases in the solar wind velocity and dynamic pressure along with the positive turning of the $B_y$ component of the IMF. The absorption dynamic pattern recorded at ZHS displayed similar variation with that of the aurora forms ($\lambda=557.7$ nm) by the in situ aurora imager (initially moving equatorward and then poleward). However, the similarities between optical auroras and the cosmic noise absorption (CNA) at the auroral poleward boundary do not mean that the mechanism of both phenomena is the same because CNA is caused by the precipitation of electrons of several tens of keV, while optical auroras are caused by electrons of several keV. The absorption extension recorded at YRS was relatively small (Figure 4e), and the dynamic patterns displayed a local southwestward extension, which indicated anti-sunward movement. When the CNA is much greater than 1 dB, it is usually ascribed to the precipitation of electrons of several tens of keV. During poleward expansion, electrons in this energy range are produced by the reconnection process at a separatrix in the magnetotail. Some of these hot electrons precipitate directly into the polar ionosphere, causing CNA. The poleward progression of CNA bands could be explained by the continuous formation of a new separatrix just tailward of the preceding separatrix. The onset of the absorption event at ZHS occurred 80 s in advance of that at YRS, and both the absorption coverage and intensity at ZHS were greater than those at YRS. As shown in Figure 3, the model calculation showed that the raytracing simulation of the conjugate field line reached more than 60 Re away from the Earth, which means that there could be no certain conjugate point at approximately 18:00 UT. This implies that when the commencement of the substorm occurred, the two stations might not have been located in the same closed field line and might have been affected by separate reconnection processes at the magnetotail. Figure 3 also shows that the conjugate point of ZHS drifted around the Svalbard area at different times, which could also result in temporal differences in commencement between the two stations.

The TEC monitor takes the measurement of the total number of electrons along the radio wave propagation path integrated between global navigation satellite system (GNSS) satellites and the ground-based receiver with a tube with a cross section of one meter squared. During the polar night period, the variation in diurnal TEC profiles could be taken as an indicator of electron density change in the ionosphere caused by the effects of polar convection or particle precipitation. As both of the conjugate stations were deployed with the in situ TEC monitors, the TEC data were analyzed, and the vertical TEC over both stations was generated by applying the method presented in Section 3.3.
The vertical TEC variations at ZHS and YRS on July 14, 2012, were shown in Figures 6a and 6c (blue solid lines), respectively. The blue dashed lines presented the TEC diurnal variation on July 13, 2012, under quiet geomagnetic activity. The red solid lines were the TEC difference between the aforementioned two days, i.e., $\Delta$TEC=TECD14-TECD13, which indicated the TEC increase related to the interplanetary shock event. The $\Delta$TEC variations during 18:00–19:00 UT at the two stations were illustrated in Figures 6b and 6d, respectively.

Figure 6  TEC observation results on July 14, 2012, at the polar conjugate stations: a, TEC at ZHS, 00:00–24:00 UT; b, $\Delta$TEC at ZHS, 18:00–19:00 UT; c, TEC at YRS, 00:00–24:00 UT; and d, $\Delta$TEC at YRS, 18:00–19:00 UT.

He et al. (2011) performed a statistical study on the foF2 seasonal features for the solar minimum year observed at ZHS. The diurnal variation in winter peaked at approximately 9:00 UT/10:50 MLT. Similarly, Figure 6a shows that the TEC variation above ZHS had its peak at approximately 9:00 UT. The fact that both the foF2 and TEC peaks occurred near magnetic noon (10:14 UT) meant that during the polar night, the ionosphere over ZHS at magnetic noon might have been affected by plasma drift induced by polar plasma convection, which led to an
increase in the electron density. It should be noted that the photoionization effects on the electron production of the ionosphere during the polar night were relatively weak and could be neglected. After 18:00 UT, compared with the case on July 13, the TEC showed a clear enhancement. The peak value at approximately 19:30 UT was less than the peak that occurred at 9:00 UT in Figure 6a. In terms of ΔTEC, compared with that on July 13 with quiet geomagnetic activity, its variation before 18:00 UT on July 14 was in a relatively small range, with a deviation of only approximately ~2 TEC units (TECu) at approximately 9:00 UT. However, after 18:00 UT, the ΔTEC showed a continuous increase for the rest of the day, as shown in Figure 6a, and rapid positive growth of ΔTEC commenced at 18:23 UT. Comparison of the commencement times in Figures 4 and 5 demonstrates that the initiation of ΔTEC enhancement occurred simultaneously with the onset of the aurora appearance and with the ionosphere absorption intensification. Since this event occurred at austral polar night, the electrons generated by photoionization effects at the F-layer did not play a main part in the TEC composition. Moreover, the tongue of ionization (TOI) dragged by the anti-sunward convection on the dayside of the polar region was relatively weak during the polar night. The magnetic latitude of ZHS is 74.83°, and its location is shown in Figure 8 under polar convection patterns; this location was far from the anti-sunward convection area. This might have further reduced the possibility of TEC enhancement caused by plasma irregularities dragged by the anti-sunward convection, which is supported by Figure 8 in which there was no evident echo from irregularities over ZHS during the period. This implies that the ΔTEC enhancement might have been related to the electron density increase in the lower ionospheric layer induced by aurora particle precipitation.

Liu et al. (2017) presented polar ionosphere convection patterns during the period of this event. They were plotted by the map potential fitting method (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998) using SuperDARN (Greenwald et al., 1995) data. The patterns of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, and the locations of the two conjugate stations, i.e., YRS and ZHS, are marked. The sounding range of the Hankasalmi radar in the Arctic and the Kerguelen radar in Antarctica cover the area over YRS and ZHS, respectively, and the line-of-sight velocity of the irregularity drift over the two stations is also shown along with the convection patterns.

In Figure 7a, at approximately 17:50 UT, the echo of the Hankasalmi radar almost appeared within the range gate of 1500 km, with no echo recorded over YRS. In Figure 7c, at approximately 18:10 UT, the ionosphere irregularity over YRS presented a movement toward the radar with a line-of-sight velocity of 125 m·s⁻¹, and at approximately 18:30 UT in Figure 6e, i.e., 20 min after the initiation of the substorm expansion phase, the echo over YRS intensified. Beam 8 of the Hankasalmi radar always covers the location of YRS. The backscatter echo intensity of the beam during 17:50 to 19:00 UT is presented in Figure 9. This result indicated that the irregularities over YRS moved equatorward with a velocity of 150 m·s⁻¹ or more from 18:32 to 18:56 UT, as marked by the dashed line.

For the other conjugate pair, ZHS in Antarctica, during 17:50–19:05 UT, the echo of the Kerguelen radar was sounded only within the slant range of 1000 km near the radar site, and no echo was sounded over or near ZHS, as shown in Figure 8. The backscatter echo intensity of beam 6 of the Kerguelen radar, which covered the area above ZHS, as shown in Figure 10, also showed the same feature. This might be caused by (1) reduced photoionization effects during the polar night and the consequent reduction in F-layer electron density and (2) weakened anti-sunward convection with suppressed formation of a TOI during the polar night, which reduced the occurrence of backscatter echoes from ionospheric plasma irregularities over ZHS.
Figure 7  Doppler line-of-sight velocity of the irregularities observed by the Arctic Hanksalmi HF radar and ionospheric convection observed by SuperDARN from 17:50–19:00 UT on July 14, 2012 (● indicates the location of YRS; red and blue dashed lines represent the potential contour of the polar cap on the dawn and dusk sides, respectively; the outside blue dashed line refers to the boundary of the ionospheric convection; the left color bar corresponds to the Doppler line-of-sight velocity of irregularities; the right color bar stands for the convection velocity; and beam 8, which covers YRS, is outlined in black dashes in panel a).
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Figure 8  Doppler line-of-sight velocity of the irregularities observed by the Antarctic Kerguelen HF radar and ionospheric convection observed by SuperDARN from 17:50–19:00 UT on July 14, 2012 (● indicates the location of ZHS; red and blue dashed lines represent the potential contour of the polar cap on the dawn and dusk sides, respectively; the outside blue dashed line refers to the boundary of the ionospheric convection; the left color bar corresponds to the Doppler line-of-sight velocity of irregularities; the right color bar stands for the convection velocity; and beam 6, which covers ZHS, is outlined in black dashes in panel a).

Figure 9  Backscatter echo intensity (a) and line-of-sight velocity (b) of the ionospheric irregularities measured by the 8th beam of the Arctic Hankasalmi HF radar from 17:50–19:00 UT on July 14, 2012.

In terms of YRS, the TEC stayed at a relatively high level of greater than 12 TECu and presented smaller variations before 18:00 UT than that of ZHS (Figure 6), and its diurnal TEC discrepancy was within 4 TECu. YRS was in the polar day in July, and the electron density in the F-layer generated by the photoionization effects was constantly maintained at a high level. Compared with the TEC data on the magnetically quiet day of July 13, the TEC on July 14 showed a similar variation trend before 12:00 UT but with a higher value. The TEC presented a sudden
Figure 10  Backscatter echo intensity (a) and line-of-sight velocity (b) of the ionospheric irregularities measured by the 6th beam of the Antarctic Kerguelen HF radar from 17:50–19:00 UT on July 14, 2012.

increase of approximately 3 TECu just after 18:00 UT. Another increase in TEC occurred after 19:00 UT, with a magnitude of approximately 2 TECu. However, the TEC on July 14 rapidly declined to values below those on July 13 after 20:00 UT, and only a small recovery occurred at approximately 23:00 UT. Because YRS stayed in the polar day during this event, photoionization had dominant effects on the generation of electrons in the ionosphere. Figure 7 shows the ionospheric convection patterns over YRS during 18:00–19:00 on July 14, 2012, along with the location of YRS. With the development of the expansion phase of the substorm, YRS moved into the nightside reverse area of anti-sunward convection. By taking into account Figure 7c, at approximately 18:10 UT on July 14, the echo over YRS notably increased. This signified a strong anti-sunward plasma drifting. The TEC enhancement over YRS might have contributed to the enhancement of ionosphere irregularities along with anti-sunward convection across the polar cap region passing over YRS. The ionosphere absorption above YRS shown in Figure 4e presented magnetic southward movement within the short period from 18:27–19:29 UT. This motion might be caused by the effects of particle precipitation accompanied by the equatorward expansion of the aurora oval during the expansion phase of the substorm. The combination of particle precipitation and ionospheric irregularity movement could have led to the significant enhancement in the TEC over YRS.

The irregularities observed by the Hankasalmi radar over YRS were supposed to originate from the dayside by the photoionization effects and dragged by the convection to the nightside. The electron density was higher than the background, so it might have increased the CNA observed at YRS to a certain extent. The precipitated electrons from the magnetotail released by the substorm (tens of keV) likely enhanced the collision frequency of electrons in the lower ionosphere, which increased the CNA as well.

The different responses of the CNA to the nightside substorms in both hemispheres might have been caused by the fact that the two stations might not have been located in the same closed field line and were potentially affected by separate reconnection processes at the magnetotail when the commencement of the substorm occurred. The conductance over YRS was supposed to be higher than that of ZHS because YRS was in polar day and ZHS was in polar night. The photoionization effect can lead to an increased field-aligned current, which can lead to an enhanced precipitation electron flux. This is expected to result in a higher CNA over YRS than ZHS. However, the data showed the opposite conditions. This means that the origins of the CNAs over the two stations were different.

6 Conclusions

After the interplanetary shock event on July 14, 2012, that impacted the Earth-space environment, simultaneous observations of aurora evolution and ionospheric response
were observed by multiple instruments at geomagnetic conjugate stations in Antarctica, ZHS, and the Arctic, YRS. The ionosphere absorption, TEC, HF coherent radar backscatter echo and three-wavelength aurora form data in the polar region during the event were analyzed. The following conclusions were drawn.

(1) During the event period of 18:00–19:00 UT, the ionosphere absorption over YRS was weaker than that over ZHS, but the plasma irregularity echo was stronger. Local TEC enhancement could probably be induced by the passing of the ionosphere irregularity along the anti-sunward convection over YRS.

(2) The ionosphere absorption over ZHS was stronger than that over YRS, and significant aurora evolution was observed simultaneously. However, the in situ plasma irregularity drift was not obvious from the coherent HF radar data. The local TEC enhancement was mainly caused by aurora or energetic particle precipitation induced by the nightside substorm, which was triggered by this shock event.

(3) During this event, because of the higher geomagnetic latitude, the ionosphere over YRS was more severely affected by anti-sunward convection than that over the Antarctic ZHS. Moreover, YRS remained in the polar day during the event, and the TOI caused by both photoionization effects and polar convection was considerable, which led to the enhanced echo of the in situ ionospheric irregularity drift over YRS. However, the location of ZHS was far from the anti-sunward convection area. In addition, the ZHS was in polar night during the event. Because of the weak photoionization effects, the F-layer electron density was low, and the irregularity drift effects carried by polar convection were negligible. This probably caused the different echo observation results at the two conjugate stations.

(4) Geomagnetic conjugate observation stations could present various ionospheric responses to identical interplanetary shock events due to opposite photoionization conditions and different locations under polar convection patterns. Such differences would be notable in solstice seasons. The daily drift motion of the conjugate point and the mismatch of the conjugate pair might be another factor causing the different ionospheric responses. However, this weight factor would be evaluated more easily in equinox seasons.

The observation results also implied that the ionospheric response processes at different altitudes may have originated from the same electron precipitation source area in the magnetosphere. The temporal discrepancy in the response commencement at different altitudes may be attributed to the different particle acceleration mechanisms in the magnetosphere. The ionosphere absorption at the two conjugate stations presented similar variation characteristics, which were likely triggered by the same particle acceleration process in the magnetotail.
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Supplementary Figures

The 2D images of CNA and aurora over ZHS are shown as Supplementary Figures below:

Supplementary Figure 1  2D images of CNA over ZHS with 7 s intervals from 18:21:57 UT to 18:25:34 UT on July 14, 2012.
It can be seen from the all-sky image that the aurora brightened first from the equatorward boundary of the field of view (FOV) at 18:20:43 UT; 170 s later, it expanded rapidly over the middle area of the FOV at 18:23:33 UT. At approximately 18:23 UT, the CNA started to show an evident enhancement area in the FOV. This feature might have led to the CNA commencement occurring three minutes later than that in the ASI observations.